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ABSTRACT 
 

It is well known that Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) offers an excellent cost-benefit and guarantees a 

reliable and powerful network. It is also  fact that the FDDI is suitable for synchronous traffic because of the 

high speed and the performance guarantees it provides. However, these guarantees are achieved at the expense 

of asynchronous traffic because the synchronous messages are given highest priority over asynchronous 

messages, resulting in excessive delays and low throughput for asynchronous message. This paper, presents a 

modification of the FDDI's MAC(Media Access Control)  protocol to control the maximum token rotation time 

not to exceed the TTRT (Target Token Rotation Time) in the worst case, the realization of this condition leads to 

set the TTRT to the message generation period (Tg) instead of one half of it (Tg/2). The  new protocol of  

FDDI’s MAC increasing both the throughput of asynchronous traffic and the capacity of synchronous sources. 

The proposed MAC is evaluated by means of computer simulation. The simulation results confirm that the new 

proposed MAC provides FDDI more efficient for supporting multimedia applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The term multimedia has become one of the major buzzwords in computing and telecommunication 

for the current and the future. Guaranteeing service to asynchronous traffic is a problem that has been 

largely overlooked in the study of real time communications [1,2]. Generally, different types of 

packets in a computer network have different service requirements. In real-time systems, such as 

packetized audio communication, synchronous packets are generated periodically. Each packet 

generated by the source station must be received by the destination station within a specified amount 

of time.  A certain amount of packet loss is tolerable, and a packet that is not successfully delivered 

within a certain time limit is considered lost [3]. However, for critical real-time systems, all 

synchronous packets are required to be delivered before their deadlines i.e., before the end of the 

period in which they arrive [4]. In other words, each synchronous packet is required to be transmitted 

before the generation of next one. On the other hand, there are some packets in the network, like those 

related to asynchronous traffic such as file transfer and e-mail, can tolerate a relatively large latency 

but may introduce a heavy average traffic.  Although asynchronous packets can tolerate a relatively 

large latency, they usually require a certain guaranteed bandwidth of the network. Thus, it is 

practically important to address the problem of maximizing the guaranteed throughput for 

asynchronous packets while meeting the delivery deadlines for synchronous packets.  The FDDI is the 

most efficient 100 Mbps technology available today. It allows to build high speed networks that span 

up to 100 Km. The MAC of the FDDI is operated according to the so-called Timed Token Rotation 

(TTR) protocol [5,6]. During ring initialization process, a protocol parameter called Target Token 

Rotation Time (TTRT) is determined, which indicates the expected target token rotation time.  Each 
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station is assigned a portion of the TTRT known as Synchronous bandwidth Allocation (SAi), which 

represents the maximum permitted time for station i to transmit its synchronous packets every time it 

receives the token. The transmission of asynchronous packets is controlled by the Token Rotation 

Time (TRT), which measures the time between successive token arrivals at a station.   Once a station 

receives the token, the value of TRT is copied into the Token Holding Time (THT) only if the token 

arrived earlier than expected. The station can then transmit its synchronous packets, if it has, within 

duration no more than its SAi. Then, it transmits its asynchronous packets, if it has, until the THT 

expires.  However, if the token is late, i.e., the TRT expires while the token rotating around the ring, 

synchronous packets is only served. 

Our previous work [7,8] confirms that the FDDI network can effectively handle synchronous 

transmission of both video and audio. However, a raised problem with that protocol is how to provide 

a maximum throughput for asynchronous traffic (such as images, graphics, text, and data). There are 

many related works and researches were studied different applications using the FDDI [9-57]. 

II. SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 

In general, the medium access delay of a packet is defined as the time period between its generation at 

a station and the beginning of its transmission. The FDDI token ring can guaranteed both the medium 

access delay and bandwidth for synchronous packets. The transmission delay is controlled by the 

ring’s TTRT, which guarantees each station to have a chance to transmit its synchronous packets at 

least once every 2*TTRT (in the worst case). It is also ensure the average time between two 

consecutive token’s visit to a station not to exceed the TTRT [6,58-60]. The bandwidth of synchronous 

traffic for station i to transmit is guaranteed by assigning the station i a portion of the ring’s TTRT, 

called Synchronous Allocation (SAi). Specifically, once station i get the token, it is allowed to transmit 

its synchronous packets for duration up to SAi. However, under heavy synchronous traffic, 

asynchronous traffic suffers from very large latency and light throughput. This problem occurs for the 

following reasons: 

(1) The FDDI gives highest priority to synchronous traffic and asynchronous traffic is only serviced 

when the time permits. That is, following an opportunity to transmit synchronous packets, a station 

gets the opportunity to allocate any unused bandwidth to the transmission of asynchronous packet. 

Therefore, under heavy load of synchronous traffic, the achievable throughput of asynchronous traffic 

becomes light. To overcome this deficiency, it is important to take a priori assumptions about the 

worst case utilization of asynchronous traffic. In other words, specify a part of the bandwidth used to 

service asynchronous packets in the worst case.  

(2) The difference between the maximum token rotation time (2*TTRT) and the average token 

rotation time (TTRT) reduces the FDDI token ring’s capability for  multimedia applications. For more 

detail, let Tring denotes the ring’s latency, which is the time needed to circulate the token around the 

ring once without transmitting any packet, and Tp is the time needed to transmit a maximum packet 

length. Since i=0 SAi  TTRT - Tring - Tp, then the maximum number of synchronous sources that can 

be carried is n = (TTRT - Tring - Tp) / SAi.  Suppose that the packet generation period is Tg and the time 

needed to transmit a packet is x. Since the maximum token rotation time is 2*TTRT, then the TTRT 

must set to one half of the requested delay (i.e., TTRT = Tg/2) in order to ensure that a station can get 

the token at least once every Tg unit of time. To give a station enough time to transmit at least one 

packet after getting the token, the SAi of the station must be set to be not less than x.  In that case, the 

maximum number of sources is n=((Tg/2)-Tring-Tp)/x.  However, if the worst case doesn’t happen, the 

TTRT can be set to Tg, and consequently improve the number of synchronous sources that can be 

carried on the network to be n=(Tg-Tring-Tp)/x.  Thus, the difference between the maximum and the 

average token rotation times reduces the FDDI token ring’s capability of handling synchronous 

traffic. Also, this difference reduces the achievable throughput of asynchronous traffic. Notice that, 

the 100 Mbps transmission bandwidth of the FDDI network is always partitioned into three parts: the 

transmission of synchronous packets, asynchronous packets, and token passing. During one rotation 

of the token, the time used for token passing is constant, Tring.  Since, the total utilization of the FDDI 

network is U = (TTRT-Tring)/TTRT, therefore, the faster the token rotates (i.e., small value of TTRT), 

the longer ring bandwidth is wasted for passing the token.  In other words, for a given synchronous 
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throughput, the larger an average token rotation time that a protocol can achieve, the more 

asynchronous packets could be transmitted (i.e., high asynchronous throughput). 

III. EFFECT OF TUNING TTRT 

In order to check the necessary to set the TTRT to one half of the requested delay (TReq =Tg), two 

configuration of the FDDI token ring protocol are simulated. The first one for the TTRT equal’s to one 

half of the requested delay (i.e., TTRT=Tg/2) while the other one for the TTRT equal’s to the requested 

delay (i.e., TTRT=Tg), and we study how many packets will not be transmitted before the generation 

of the next one. 

The FDDI network is simulated with 520 stations and 92 Km ring length. The station has a latency of 

0.6 s, and the propagation delay through the link is 5.085 s/Km. Thus, the ring has a latency Tring = 

0.78 ms. The synchronous traffic is considered as an audio signals with rate (Va) equal’s to 192 Kbps. 

The synchronous packets are generated periodically with audio packet length (Pa) equal’s to 768 B. 

Therefore, the packet generation period (Tg) is equal to 32 ms. Each audio packet is required to be 

transmitted before the generation of the next one. To simulate the worst-case, suppose all audio 

sources start generating audio packets at zero time.  Asynchronous messages of a fixed size Md = 10 

KB are generated with uniformly distributed interarrival time (s), by those 20 stations that starting 

from station number 1, such that the data traffic intensity (d) is equal to 1. 

Figure 1 shows the percentage of audio packets that missing their deadlines versus number of audio 

sources (Na), for TTRT=Tg/2=16 ms and TTRT= Tg =32 ms. In both cases, the SAi of station i, which 

has audio source, is set to the time needed to transmit maximum packet length (i.e., SAi=768B / 

100Mbps= 0.06144ms).  Theoretically, the maximum number of audio sources (Na-max) to be carried 

on the network is equal to 246 with TTRT = 16 ms, and Na-max equal’s to 507 with TTRT = 32 ms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Percentage of Audio Packets Missing Their Deadlines Versus Na (FDDI). 

As shown in Figure 1, up to 260 audio sources can be carried on the FDDI ring with TTRT=16 ms 

without any late packets. On the other hand, with TTRT = 32 ms, the FDDI does not work at all. The 

audio packets missed their deadlines even in case of light number of video sources. This is because, 

the token rotation time could exceed the TTRT as the result of the occurrence of the worst case.  Thus, 

in the FDDI networks, it is necessary to set the TTRT to one half of the requested bound delay. 

Figure 2 shows the effect of tuning the TTRT on asynchronous throughput under the same conditions 

mentioned above.  As shown in the Figure, given Na, as the TTRT increases, the achievable 

throughput is also slightly increase. This is because, for a given Na, the required bandwidth to 

synchronous packets is constant (Na*Va).  Since the total utilization of the FDDI network is U=(TTRT-

Tring) / TTRT, therefore, as the TTRT increases, the asynchronous throughput increases because Tring is 

constant.  From the Figure, given the TTRT, the achievable throughput decreases as Na increases. This 

is due to the increasing of the bandwidth used to service synchronous packets. Since the transmission 

of synchronous packets has the highest priority, then, under heavy load of synchronous packets, the 

achievable throughput of asynchronous traffic may reach to zero. 
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Figure 2  Asynchronous Throughput Versus Na (FDDI) 

 

IV. MODIFICATIONS OF THE FDDI’S MAC 

Due to the occurrence of the worst-case, it is necessary to set the TTRT to one half of the requested 

delay. However, as mentioned earlier, when the TTRT becomes short, long bandwidth is used for 

token passing. Consequently, the FDDI token ring’s capability of supporting multimedia applications 

becomes very weak. 

The idea of the FDDI’s MAC protocol modifications is to control the maximum token rotation time 

not to exceed the TTRT, in the worst case. The realization of this condition leads to set the TTRT to 

the message generation period (Tg) instead of one half of it (Tg/2). Consequently, maximize the 

guaranteed asynchronous throughput and increase the FDDI’s capability of supporting synchronous 

traffic. It is noted that, the worst-case takes place during the second rotation that follows the ring 

initialization and for any other place has the following conditions: 1) no packets were transmitted 

during the previous token rotation; and 2) the maximum number of packets are transmitted during the 

current rotation. As mentioned earlier, the token rotation time is composed of three components of 

time: the transmission time of synchronous packets, as well as asynchronous packets, and the ring 

latency (Tring).  During a cycle of the token, given the ring length and number of nodes, Tring  is 

constant and the time used for transmitting synchronous packets is bounded  by  TS = I=0 SAi. So if 

we can control the time used for transmitting asynchronous packets not to exceed TA, such that TA + 

TS + Tring = TTRT, the maximum token rotation will never exceed TTRT.  This can be realized by 

making the following modifications to the FDDI’s MAC protocol: 

(1) At ring initialization; set LCi (late counter) to 1 instead of 0, in order to prevent the transmission of 

asynchronous packets during the second cycle of the ring’s initialization, and consequently, overcome 

the occurrence of the worst-case in this cycle. 

2) Set a new parameter called total Asynchronous Time (TA), represents the total time used to service 

asynchronous packets through a complete token’s cycle, to be TA  ( * TTRT) -Tring. 

This can be realized by setting TA= TTRT-TS -Tring if TS  (1-)TTRT otherwise TA =  TTRT - Tring.  

Where:  is a reserved portion of the TTRT allowed for transmitting asynchronous packets, in the 

worst-case, plus the time needed to circulate the token around the ring once without transmitting any 

packet, such that (Tring / TTRT)      1/2. 

3) Set the Token Holding Time (THTi) to TA as long as a station start retransmitting the token after 

visiting it. Allow the THTi to count down as long as asynchronous packets are being transmitted or 

forwarded by the station.  

With these modifications, the token holding timer (THT) at each station ensures that: the time used by 

the station for transmitting its asynchronous packets plus the time used for transmitting asynchronous 

packets through the previous token’s rotation doesn’t exceed  TA =  TTRT - Tring, as long as TS = i=0 

SAi (1-)TTRT, therefore, the maximum token rotation time will never exceed TA+TS+Tring=TTRT. 

This property removes the deficiencies of the FDDI’s protocol that mentioned earlier. From now, 

TTRT can be set to the minimum requested delay instead of one half of it.  
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V. THE EFFICIENT FDDI’S MAC PROTOCOL 

Suppose there are N stations on the ring which are numbered from 0 to N-1. The token circulates 

among all the N stations of the ring in a round-robin fashion. The stations’ access to the ring is then 

controlled by the following protocol: 

1) As part of the FDDI ring’s initialization process; each station declares TTRT to the requested 

transmission delay of its synchronous messages, instead of one half of it. The shortest among them is 

selected as the ring’s TTRT.   Each station supports synchronous traffic is then assigned a portion of 

TTRT to transmit its synchronous packets. Let SAI 0 denote the portion of TTRT that assigned to 

station i. 

2) Each station has two timers: Token Rotation Timer (TRT) and Token Holding Timer (THT). 

During the first token rotation, no packets are allowed to be transmitted and the following parameters 

are initialized at all stations: i) TRTI =TTRT; ii) THTi =  0; iii) LCi  =1.    

3) Set the total Asynchronous Time (TA), allowed for transmitting asynchronous packets through a 

complete cycle of the token to be TA  TTRT-Tring.  This can be realized as explained earlier. 

4) The TRTI always counts down, while the THTi counts down only when a station is transmitting or 

forwarding asynchronous packets. When a station’s THT reaches zero before the token arrives it, the 

token is marked as “late” by incrementing the station late counter (LCi) by one. Meanwhile, when a 

station’s TRT reaches zero before the token arrives it, the ring recovery process is initialized. 

5) The station, which has the token, is eligible to transmit packets. The packet transmission time is 

controlled by the timer, but a station is permitted to transmit a packet only if the transmission can be 

completed before the timer THTi or SAi expires. When station i receives the token, its response 

depends on whether the token is early or late. A token is considered to arrive early at station i if  

LCi=0, and late if LCi > 0 at the time of its arrival. 

A) If the token arrives early,  the following actions take place: i) TRTi  = TTRT ; ii) If the station has 

synchronous packets, it transmits them either within a span of time up to SAi or until all the 

synchronous packets are transmitted, whichever occurs first; iii) The station enables THTi to count 

down and begins transmitting asynchronous packets until THTi reaches zero or all its asynchronous 

packets are transmitted, whichever occurs first. However, if a station doesn’t use up the guaranteed 

synchronous bandwidth (SAi), the remaining bandwidth can be used to transmit asynchronous packets; 

iv) THTi is reset to TA in order to compute the total time used to service asynchronous packets during 

the next rotation up to receive the token. 

B) When the token arrives late, the following actions take place: i) TRTi =TTRT ; ii) LCi = 0 ; iii) 

Station i can transmit synchronous packets (if any) for either a maximum time of SAi or until all the 

synchronous packets are transmitted, whichever occurs first;     iv) No asynchronous packets will be 

transmitted;    v) THTi  is set to TA  (i.e., THTi = TA ). 

6) Station i passes the token to next station (i+1).  

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

To verify the advantages of the modified FDDI over the standard FDDI protocol for supporting 

multimedia applications, an extensive simulation is carried out. The purpose of this simulation is to 

locate the achievable throughput of asynchronous traffic and the maximum capacity of synchronous 

sources that can be carried with the two protocols. The FDDI’s MAC protocol, the synchronous 

traffic, and the asynchronous traffic are simulated by the same assumptions mentioned in section 3. In 

addition to that, two configurations of the modified FDDI’s MAC protocol are simulated, the first one 

with  = 1/2, and the second with  = 1/4. The first configuration is used to confirm that, the 

capability of the modified FDDI is the same as the FDDI for supporting synchronous traffic, however, 

it achieves higher asynchronous throughput. While the second configuration is used to confirm that 

the modified FDDI provides higher performance than the standard FDDI for supporting both traffics. 

Ideally, the 100 Mbps token ring with audio coding rate (Va) of 192 Kbps can support 520 audio 

sources.  However, in order to ensure that each audio packet to be transmitted before the generation of 

next one: (i) the token must visit a station at least once every Tg; and (ii) the guaranteed bandwidth for 

each audio source must equal to the time needed to transmit a maximum-size packet. For the standard 

FDDI, the TTRT must set to Tg/2 = 16 ms, and  the SAi of a station that generates audio packets must 
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set to (768B/100Mbps ) 0.06144 ms.  In that case, no more than 246 audio sources could be 

supported. On the other hand, with the modified FDDI, TTRT is set to the packet generation period of 

32 ms and SAi is set to 0.06144 ms. Then, no more than 260 audio sources can be carried with  = 

1/2, while no more than 390 audio sources could be carried with = 1/4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3  Asynchronous Throughput Versus Na (FDDI & Modified FDDI) 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the throughput characteristics of asynchronous traffic for the standard FDDI and 

the modified FDDI protocols. The Figure shows that, the achievable throughput of the modified FDDI 

protocol is higher than that of the standard FDDI protocol. However, with the modified FDDI 

protocol, as  increases, the achievable throughput is also increase. This is because the reserved 

portion of the TTRT for transmitting asynchronous packets increases as  increases. This performance 

can be seen more clearly in Figure 4, which shows the average token rotation time for the standard 

FDDI and the modified FDDI protocols under the same conditions of Figure 3.  As mentioned earlier, 

the shorter average token rotation time, the longer transmission bandwidth that used for the token 

passing, thus leaving less bandwidth for asynchronous traffic. The difference between asynchronous 

throughput is more pronounced with the increase of the average token rotation time. 

Figure 5 shows the percentage of audio packets that missing their deadlines as a function of the 

number of audio sources (Na), for the standard FDDI and the modified FDDI. From the figure, it is 

clear that up to 260 audio sources can be carried by the FDDI network without any late of audio 

packets. However, setting up any more audio sources beyond 260 causes the audio packets to be 

missed their deadlines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4  Average Token Rotation Time (FDDI & FDDI- M) 
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Figure 5 Percentage of Audio Packets Missing Their Deadlines Vs Na (FDDI and modified FDDI). 

 

On the other hand, the modified FDDI behaves exactly as estimated, up to 260 audio sources can be 

carried with  = 1/2, and up to 390 audio sources can be carried with  = 1/4. As expected, the 

modified FDDI outperforms the standard FDDI by far with  = 1/4, it can accommodate up to 130 

audio sources more than the standard FDDI. In addition to that, it achieves higher throughput than the 

standard FDDI as shown in Figure 3. Also, Figure 5 shows that, when  = 1/2, the capability of the 

modified FDDI for supporting audio sources is the same as the standard FDDI. However, it can 

achieve higher throughput than the standard FDDI as shown in Figure 3. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Looking just at the high throughput of asynchronous traffic and the maximum capacity of the audio 

sources can be carried, the proposed FDDI’s MAC protocol appears superior. The main advantage of 

the proposed protocol are guaranteed high throughput for asynchronous massages and increase the 

number of audio sources. We have explained the FDDI’s parameters which have the effect to 

maximize the guaranteed throughput for asynchronous massages, while still providing the same 

guarantee to synchronous message. The simulation results confirm that the proposed protocol 

improves the FDDI’s efficiency for supporting multimedia applications. This reflects in the 

increasingly strong position of FDDI to form the core of an efficient architecture for integrated 

services. The future work will focus on the generalization of the model to include different types of 

time constrained packets and applications to real life problems. 
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